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ABSTRACT

Satellite image change detection consists in defining criteria
that localize relevant changes while discard irrelevant ones.
This problem is known to be challenging due to several fac-
tors including illumination changes, occlusion and also sub-
jectivity of users.
In this paper, we introduce a novel change detection algorithm
based on relevance feedback and a new variant of canonical
correlation analysis (CCA), referred to as discriminant CCA.
The contribution of this work includes: i) a relevance feed-
back method that adapts change detection criteria to content
and acquisition conditions of satellite images as well as the
user’s intention, and ii) a novel discriminant CCA approach
that further enhances the performance of relevance feedback
by designing accurate and resilient change detection criteria.
Conducted change detection experiments show a clear gain
of our discriminant CCA approach compared to related meth-
ods.

Index Terms— Change Detection, Discriminant Canon-
ical Correlation Analysis, Support Vector Machines, Rele-
vance Feedback

1. INTRODUCTION

Change detection aims to find occurrences of targeted changes
into a scene taken at instant t1 w.r.t the same scene, acquired
at instant t0 < t1. In remote sensing satellite imagery, ap-
plications rang from monitoring environmental variations
(deforestation, etc.), to assessing damaged areas after catas-
trophe (earth-quakes, tornados, etc.) [1]. Early change de-
tection algorithms, introduced during the 70’s, were based
on straightforward comparisons of multi-temporal series,
by thresholding image differences, using vegetation indices,
principal component and change vector analyses (see for
instance [2, 3]). In the particular context of damage assess-
ment after natural hazards, one may seek relevant changes
(such as disappearance/destruction of buildings or appear-
ance of obstacles on roads, etc.) while discard irrelevant
changes (due to radiometric changes, occlusion/shadows due
to clouds, insignificant changes due to waving trees, etc.).
Existing methods either i) remove irrelevant changes by reg-

istering images and correcting their radiometric effects, etc.
(see for instance [4, 5]) or ii) make change detection criteria
resilient to irrelevance changes by considering them as a part
of scene appearance modeling (e.g. [6, 7]). In spite of their
relative success, these two classes of techniques are highly
limited by the huge variability due to the presence of irrele-
vant changes and are often subject to many false alarms and
missing detections. These errors also result from the diffi-
culty to learn general decision criteria as the frontier between
relevant and irrelevant changes is sometimes narrow and also
user-dependent.

In this paper, we propose an alternative change detec-
tion algorithm, for satellite images, based on interactive (user-
dependent) search also known as relevance feedback (RF).
The latter has been previously studied mainly for image re-
trieval [8] and foreground/background segmentation [9], but
our work is the first comprehensive study of relevance feed-
back for satellite image change detection with the following
contributions:

• The method is interactive and based on a query & an-
swer model that helps users expressing their intentions
and finding their targeted changes in few iterations.
This process makes it possible (not only) to enhance
the quality of change detection criteria, by adapting
them to input images but also provides a natural way of
interaction, with users, without systematic and tedious
parsing of large satellite images.

• The method is based on a new formulation of canonical
correlation analysis (CCA), referred to as discriminant
CCA, that models statistical correlation between satel-
lite image data (taken at different instants). The partic-
ularity of this new CCA resides in its ability to produce
latent data description which is resilient to irrelevant
changes while being more sensitive to relevant changes
compared to standard CCA.

2. INTERACTIVE CHANGE DETECTION

Let Ir = {p1, . . . ,pn}, It = {q1, . . . ,qn} be two satel-
lite images captured at two different instants t0 and t1 with



t0 < t1. Ir, It, referred to as reference and test images re-
spectively, are defined as the union of patches {p1, . . . ,pn},
{q1, . . . ,qm}, with pi,qi ∈ Rd (here d = 30 × 30 × 3,
see experiments). We assume these two sets registered, i.e.,
pixels in pairs {(pi,qi)}i correspond to the same locations.
Now, we define I = {x1, . . . ,xn}, with xi = (pi,qi), and
Y = {y1, . . . ,yn} the underlying unknown labels. Our goal
is to design a change detection algorithm based on relevance
feedback to predict the unknown labels {yi}i with yi = +1
if the test patch qi ∈ It corresponds to a “change” w.r.t
its reference patch pi ∈ Ir; and yi = −1 otherwise. As
“changes” are scarce, it is very reasonable to assume that
|{xi : yi = +1}| � |{xi : yi = −1}|.
Let Dt ⊂ I be a subset of patch pairs (also referred to as dis-
play) shown to an oracle (user) at iteration t and let Yt be the
unknown labels of Dt; in practice |Dt| is fixed to 16 � |I|.
We build our RF algorithm by asking the user “questions”
about the relevance of changes in Dt according to the follow-
ing steps
Display zero. Select a random display D0 including repre-
sentative samples in I. Then, run the following steps for
t = 0, . . . , T − 1 (In practice, T = 10)
-User model. Label display Dt with an oracle function (de-
noted C(.)) and assign C(Dt) to Yt. In this work, C, also
referred to as the user model is assumed known-only-by-the-
user. In practice, and since our change detection ground-truth
is objective, we assume deterministic user models only.
-Display model. Select the next displayDt+1 ⊂ I−∪tk=0Dk
to show to the user. We choose this display using two strate-
gies, closely related to active learning [10, 11]: (i) exploration
and (ii) exploitation. (i) aims to select data in order to discover
new modes of our change detection criterion while (ii) seeks
to locally refine this decision criterion (see details in experi-
ments).
-Learning model. Train a decision function ft(.) on data
labeled, so far, ∪tk=0(Dk,Yk) and use it to predict the un-
known labels in I−∪tk=0Dk depending on sign[ft(.)]. We use
standard support vector machines (SVMs), trained via LIB-
SVM with the triangular kernel [12], in order to build ft(.);
this choice was motivated by the good performance of rele-
vance feedback when using the triangular kernel compared to
many other kernels (see [12, 13]). Notice that these SVMs
are trained on the top of novel discriminant CCA features,
and this constitutes the main contribution of this work (see
Section 3).

3. DISCRIMINANT CANONICAL CORRELATION
ANALYSIS

Standard CCA (see for instance [14]) finds two projection ma-
trices that map aligned data {(pi,qi)}i in Ir × It into a la-
tent space while maximizing their correlation. Let Pr, Pt de-
note these projection matrices which respectively correspond
to reference and test images. CCA finds these matrices as

(Pr,Pt) = argmaxA,B A′CrtB, subject to A′CrrA =
1, B′CttB = 1; here A′ stands for transpose of A, Crt

(resp. Crr, Ctt) correspond to the interclass (resp. intraclass)
covariance matrices of data in Ir, It, and equality constraints
control the effect of scaling on the solution. One can show
that problem above is equivalent to solving the eigenprob-
lem CrtC

−1
tt CtrPr = γ2CrrPr with Pt =

1
γ C−1tt CtrPr.

In practice, learning these two transformations requires “no-
changes” in I, i.e., {(pi,qi)}i ∈ I with yi = −1. However,
and as will be shown in the rest of this paper, using only “no-
changes”, is not enough and better results are obtained when
combining both “no-changes” and “changes” in a discrimina-
tive setting as described subsequently.

3.1. Discriminant CCA

We introduce our main contribution; a novel discriminant ap-
proach for CCA. Considering a small subset {(pi,qi)}i ⊂ I
with known labels {yi}i, we propose to find the transforma-
tion matrices Pr,Pt as

(Pr,Pt) = argmax
A,B

A′C−rtB− λA′C+
rtB

s.t. A′CrrA = 1
and B′CttB = 1,

(1)

here the covariance matrix Crt is written as Crt = C−rt+C+
rt

with C−rt (resp.C+
rt) being the covariance matrix of negative

(resp. positive) data in {(pi,qi)}i, and again constraints in
(1) control the effect of scaling on the solution. The trade-
off between the two terms of the objective function in (1)
is controlled via λ; when λ is positive, the left-hand side
term maximizes the average correlation between patch pairs
{(pi,qi)}i with negative labels (i.e., “no-changes”) whereas
the right-hand side term minimizes the average correlation be-
tween “changes”. Negative and smaller values of λ, make the
gap between the average correlations of “changes” and “no-
changes”smaller (see Fig. 1, top); in particular when λ = −1,
the two correlations become almost identical and the objec-
tive function in (1) is strictly equivalent to standard CCA.
With this discriminative setting, and when λ is positive, the
learned transformations Pr, Pt generate latent data represen-
tations φr(pi) = Prψ(pi), φt(qi) = Ptψ(qi)

1, which are
resilient to irrelevant changes (i.e., ‖φr(pi) − φt(qi)‖2  0
for yi = −1) while also being sensitive to relevant changes
(i.e., ‖φr(pi) − φt(qi)‖2 is large for yi = +1). This re-
sults into a better discrimination between “changes” and “no-
changes” as shown in experiments.
Considering Lagrange multipliers, one can show that (1) is
equivalent to solving the following eigenproblem

(C−rt − λC+
rt)C

−1
tt (C−tr − λC+

tr)Pr = γ2CrrPr,
(2)

1with ψ(pi) being a feature vector associated to pi, see experiments.



with
Pt = 1

γ C−1tt (C−tr − λC+
tr)Pr. (3)

Note that, in contrast to standard CCA (which uses only nega-
tive data, i.e., “no-changes”), discriminant CCA exploits also
positive data (“changes”) and this makes training less sensi-
tive to the curse of dimensionality. However, as “changes” in
{(pi,qi)}i are scarce, we augment the set {(pi,qi)}i with
non-aligned patch pairs2 in Ir × It which are necessarily
“changes”. This turns out to be effective not only to increase
the size of {(pi,qi)}i, but also to obtain better estimate of
different covariance matrices.

4. EXPERIMENTS

Test set. In order to evaluate the performance of our inter-
active change detection method, we run experiments on two
(reference and test) GeoEye satellite images of 2, 400×1, 652
pixels; these two images are registered and correspond to the
same area of Jefferson (Alabama), taken respectively in 2010
and in 2011 with many changes due to tornados that happen
in april 2011 (building destruction, etc.) and no-changes (in-
cluding irrelevant ones as illumination, clouds, etc.). Both
reference and test images are processed in order to extract
4, 400 non overlapping patches, each one includes 30 × 30
pixels in RGB. The underlying ground truth contains 4, 275
negative patch pairs (“no-changes” and irrelevant ones) and
only 125 positive patch pairs (relevant changes), so < 3% of
these patches correspond to relevant changes.
Features. Each patch (in reference and test images) is en-
coded with 200 coefficients corresponding to its projection
on the 200 principal axes of principal component analysis
(PCA). These principal axes of PCA were estimated using all
patches of the reference image and capture more than 95%
of the statistical variance of the data. Afterwards, each patch
pair xi = (pi,qi) in I is described either as i) ψ(qi)−ψ(pi)
with ψ(pi) beeing the projection of pi using PCA or ii)
φt(ψ(qi))− φr(ψ(pi)) when the CCA latent representations
φr(.), φt(.) are considered.
Evaluation measures. Performances are reported using
equal error rate (EER) on unlabeled data of I. EER is the
balanced generalization error that equally weights errors in
“change” and “no-change” classes. Smaller EER implies bet-
ter performance.
Display model. Following Section 2, our display selection
strategy, seeks a balance between exploration and exploita-
tion. At t = 0, we apply exploration, then at each iteration
t ≥ 1, we select the subsequent display Dt+1 depending on
how good was the previous display Dt. In practice, we either
keep the previous action (exploration or exploitation) or we
switch from exploration to exploitation or vice-versa, depend-
ing on a score St =

∑
x∈Dt

1{sign[ft−1(x)]6=C(x)}. This score

2non-aligned patch pairs correspond to patches belonging to different
physical areas of a satellite image pair.

measures how informative is the display Dt obtained using
the previous action3. In practice, we switch from one action
to the other iff St ≤ 1

3 |Dt|. Extra details about our display
selection strategy and its comparison against other strategies
are reported in [11].
RF Performances and comparison. Fig. (1, middle) shows
the RF performance without CCA and with (standard and dis-
criminant) CCA w.r.t the iteration number t. Note that all
these results were obtained by averaging EERs of 10 RF runs,
each one corresponds to a random setting of display zero D0

(see again Section 2). These EERs decrease as t increases and
reach their smallest values at the end of the iterative process,
i.e., when decision criteria {ft(.)}t are well trained/adapted
to the reference and test satellite images, and this happens af-
ter 10 iterations only. Fig. (1, bottom) shows the EERs of
our RF algorithm (after 10 iterations) built upon discriminant
CCA; these EERs globally decrease as λ increases. From all
these observations, it is clear that relevance feedback (when
combined with discriminant CCA) has a clear gain compared
to the other settings.

5. CONCLUSION

We introduced in this paper a change detection algorithm
based on relevance feedback and a novel discriminant CCA
approach. The strength of the method resides in its ability
to adapt change detection results to both users’ intentions as
well as the content of images when using relevance feedback.
Moreover, the discriminative setting of CCA makes it pos-
sible to consider not only “no-changes” but also “changes”
resulting into more accurate change detection criteria.
Future work includes the application of this method using
other benchmarks in order to study the resilience of discrimi-
nant CCA to other irrelevant change factors.
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